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Eriez® Selects Brian B. May Co. to Represent Metalworking Market in Southeast US
Erie, PA—Eriez® announces the appointment of Brian B. May Co. as the company’s exclusive manufacturing sales
representative for the Metalworking market in North Carolina, South Carolina and Virginia. Brian B. May Co. is now
offering Eriez’ entire catalog of metalworking equipment to help customers in this market segment solve their
toughest fluid recycling and material handling challenges.
Based in Asheville, North Carolina, Brian B. May Co. has a wide variety of expertise throughout the cutting tools
industry. The company was founded in 2003 by its president, Brian B. May. The team includes principals Matt
Monday and Mike Wiley as well as information technology director Rick Prusik. Connor Gordon and Mike Wiley, Sr.
handle sales and accounts while Joe Euler focuses on inside sales.
Eriez Director of Heavy Industry Darrell Milton says, “We selected this group to represent Eriez not only for their
knowledge and experience, but also their drive to elevate every metalworking application they encounter. Brian B.
May Co. is dedicated to understanding each customer’s unique circumstances and requirements in order to
recommend the most cutting edge solutions to boost productivity and performance.” He adds, “Most importantly, they
share our commitment to customer service, which means providing world class support before and after a sale.”
Eriez’ metalworking line includes a wide assortment of fluid recycling, material handling, magnetic separation and
feeding and conveying equipment. Milton says, “We have customers covered for everything from heavy duty lifting to
meeting ultra-clean fluid requirements.”
For more information about Eriez metalworking equipment, visit http://erieznews.com/nr507.
Eriez is recognized as world authority in separation technologies. The company’s magnetic lift and separation, metal
detection, fluid recycling, flotation, materials feeding, screening, conveying and controlling equipment have
application in the process, metalworking, packaging, plastics, rubber, recycling, food, mining, aggregate, textile and
power industries. Eriez manufactures and markets these products through 12 international subsidiaries located on six
continents. For more information, call (814) 835-6000. For online users, visit www.eriez.com or send email to
eriez@eriez.com. Eriez World Headquarters is located at 2200 Asbury Road, Erie, PA 16506.
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